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A lively chronicle of the 1960s through the surprisingly close and incredibly contentious

friendship of its two most colorful characters.Norman Mailer and William F. Buckley, Jr., were

towering personalities who argued publicly and vociferously about every major issue of the

1960s: the counterculture, Vietnam, feminism, civil rights, the Cold War. Behind the scenes, the

two were friends and trusted confidantes. In Buckley and Mailer, historian Kevin M. Schultz

delivers a fresh and enlightening chronicle of that tumultuous decade through the rich story of

what Mailer called their "difficult friendship." From their public debate before the Floyd

Patterson–Sonny Liston heavyweight fight and their confrontation at Truman Capote’s Black-

and-White Ball, to their involvement in cultural milestones like the antiwar rally in Berkeley and

the March on the Pentagon, Buckley and Mailer explores these extraordinary figures’

contrasting visions of America.
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EarlyBird, “Fascinating Look at the Seeds of "the Sixties". This is a very engaging and

entertaining book, one critical to truly understanding "the Sixties." We tend to conjure up acid,

protests and hippies when we hear the term. But the seeds of the counter-culture were being

sown well before that, by men in hats and ties and women in skirts and bouffants. The ideas

which Buckley and Mailer debated so civilly on "Firing Line" and in print are what made "the

Sixties."Both Buckley the celebrity conservative, and Mailer the celebrity liberal, represented

the intellectual forces challenging tidy American self-assumptions. While wanting to reform the

Establishment in very different ways, both men criticized it as too technocratic, too

bureaucratic, anti-individual, overly-rational, full of hubris, flushed with post-WII certainty that

any human problem (including a then-little communist flare-up in Southeast Asia) could be

solved with enough patriotic government-industrial energy.Buckley challenged this from a

classically conservative perspective, Mailer from a progressive-liberal one, both with a

humanistic and libertarian point of view. This was their bond, the root of their genuine affection

and often brotherly, "difficult friendship."Mailer became quickly disillusioned and at odds with

the younger generation as "liberation" quickly turned into a form of nihilism. Much later,

Buckley was to quietly regret the ways in which his conservatism had become misunderstood

and corrupted in the post-Reagan years.This book helps one understand why the world is the

way it is now.  Just an excellent read!”

Bob Miller, “who took great pleasure in traveling. Buckley and Mailer were two of the leading

spokesmen for their respective political leanings, mainly during the late 50’s through the 70’s.

Buckley, who came from a family pedigree of wealth, advocated vociferously for those rules

and philosophies that benefited corporate and individual wealth, and measures that led to

lower taxes, less government control and a stronger military; Mailer, was raised in a upper

middle class setting, and urged a shift of power from the wealthy (particularly corporations),

strongly opposed military interventions (especially Vietnam), greater zones of privacy and

opportunities for creative and spiritual energies. In this book, Kevin Schultz, does a meticulous

job of researching, not only the published opinions and ideology of the two, but also their

private lives- we learn that the two deeply respected each other and remained friends for years.

In the private arena, Buckley was a wealthy snob (if not racist), who took great pleasure in

traveling, throwing both elaborate parties and shindigs, all the time, showcasing his decadent

surroundings, including his infamous yacht. Mailer’s penchant for booze, partying, and truculent

(if not misogynistic) connections with women are all covered here. Both of these men were the



product of their times, the postwar era, a period during which both men felt that the populace

was too complacent and conforming- they needed to be schooled into action by Buckley and

Mailer, albeit it in opposite directions. The Vietnam war, and the 60’s brought on a great

derisiveness in the country, and the two had much fodder to debate from opposing ends- they

became celebrities. At the end of the day, Buckley’s message became a lasting philosophy

among conservatives. Mailer’s messages became submersed by the vocal presence of multiple

activists during the 60’s, and his decision to extricate himself from the front lines of the activist

movement. The book is well researched and written and I can recommend it.”

Muffin man, “A wonderful account. It's good to read an account of the relationship between

these two giants of American wit but the book is far more than that, giving a convincing and

useful background to their thinking, especially in the case of Buckley. This book is easy to read

and so well written that I was delighted.”

five years. nights, “A fantastic read for all Buckley/Mailer fans. If you like Mailer and Buckley

then you will thoroughly enjoy this fine book.”

The book by Kevin M. Schultz has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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